
Lettuce
Lettuce has shallow roots and uses 
nutrients in the top few inches of 
soil. Grow lettuce before or after a 
crop with a deep tap root that uses 
nutrients deeper in the soil.

Potatoes
Our farmer noticed that potatoes seem to ward off 
root-eating pests called symphylans (sim-fy-lens). 
Plant potatoes before a crop that symphylans like to 
attack.
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Strawberries 
Strawberries taste great! Unfortunately the 
fungus pest Verticillium (ver-ti-silly-um) 
likes strawberries too. Plant strawberries 
after a crop that keeps Verticillium away.

Carrots
Carrot leaves are thin and feathery, 
letting lots of sunlight through and 
allowing weeds to grow and make 
weed seeds. After a carrot crop 
is harvested there are often many 
weeds in the field. Plant a crop after 
carrots that has big leaves to shade 
out weeds.



Cover Crops and Compost (Hint: start with this card)

Farmers plant cover crops just so they can chop them 
up with a tractor mower and mix them into the soil. 
Mixing cover crops into the soil is one way to “feed” 
the soil. Mixing compost into the soil is another way 
organic farmers feed the soil. After adding compost 
or cover crops to the soil plant a crop that needs extra 
nutrients.

Pumpkins
Pumpkins have large leaves and 
do a great job shading out weeds. 
Plant pumpkins in an area that 
needs extra weed control.



Tomatoes
Tomato roots can grow deeper than three 
feet in to the soil and use nutrients far 
below the surface. 
Tomatoes are in the same plant family as 
potatoes. Plants in the same plant family 
can pass disease to one another, so don’t 
plant tomatoes before or after potatoes.

Broccoli
Broccoli is often attacked by small root-
eating pests called (sim-fy-lens).
However, broccoli can control other 
pests. Some organic farmers use their 
tractors to chop broccoli plants into the 
soil to prevent a pest called Verticillium 
(ver-ti-silly-um). 



Onions and Garlic 
Onions and garlic grow for many 
months before being harvested. 
These crops need an extra boost of 
nutrients to grow during this long 
season. 

Crop Rotation Game - Directions
Farmers often plant different crops in different places 
each year. Rotating crops from field to field has many 
benefits such as: weed control, pest management and 
avoiding disease. 

Our task is to plan what we will plant in one particular 
plot for the next nine years. Read the crop cards and 
then put them in order for a successful crop plan. (Hints: 
There is more than one successful crop plan you can make with 
these crops. Start with the cover crop and compost card.)


